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I. **Executive Summary**

Following the United States (US) Supreme Court decision in *Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization* in June 2022, people in the US who can become pregnant are facing an unprecedented human rights crisis. In *Dobbs*, the Supreme Court overturned the constitutionally protected right to access abortion, leaving the question of whether and how to regulate abortion to individual states. Approximately 22 million women and girls of reproductive age in the US now live in states where abortion access is heavily restricted, and often totally inaccessible. This briefing paper details the intensifying human rights emergency caused by the decision, and discusses the ways that *Dobbs* contravenes the US’ international human rights obligations.

The consequences of the *Dobbs* decision are wide ranging. Restrictions on access to healthcare places women’s lives and health at risk, leading to increased maternal mortality and morbidity, a climate of fear among healthcare providers, and reduced access to all forms of care. *Dobbs* also enables penalization and criminalization of healthcare, with providers, patients, and third parties at risk of prosecution or civil suit for their involvement in private healthcare decisions. Relatedly, the decision opens the door to widespread infringement of privacy rights as digital surveillance is expanded to detect violations of new regulations. New bans also infringe on freedom of thought, conscience and religion or belief, restricting the ability of physicians to counsel patients and clergy to provide pastoral care to their congregants. Finally, the harms of *Dobbs* violate principles of equality and non-discrimination; they fall disproportionately on marginalized populations including Black, indigenous, and people of color; people with disabilities; immigrants; and those living in poverty.

By overturning the established constitutional protection for access to abortion and through the passage of restrictive state laws, the US is in violation of its obligations under international law, codified in a number of human rights treaties to which it is a party or a signatory. These human rights obligations include, but are not limited to, the rights to: life; health; privacy; liberty and security of person; to be free from torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment; freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief; equality and non-discrimination; and to seek, receive, and impart information.

A version of this briefing paper was submitted to UN special procedures mandate holders in March 2023. The submission, cosigned by nearly 200 human rights, reproductive justice, and other concerned groups and individuals, requested urgent action from the UN mandate holders to

---

1 This paper refers interchangeably to “people who can become pregnant” and “women and girls” as the targets of laws restricting abortion. Although most people who can become pregnant and require abortion services are cisgender women, we recognize that people with diverse gender identities may also need abortions and are profoundly affected by abortion restrictions. For more information on the need for abortion services amongst trans, non-binary and gender diverse people in the United States, see H. Moseson et al., *Abortion experiences and preferences of transgender, nonbinary, and gender-expansive people in the United States*, 224 *AM. J. OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY* 4 (2021); American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, *ACOG Committee Opinion: Health Care for Transgender and Gender Diverse Individuals*, 137 *OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY* 3, p. e80-e81 (Mar. 2021), https://www.acog.org/-/media/project/acog/acogorg/clinical/files/committee-opinion/articles/2021/03/health-care-for-transgender-and-gender-diverse-individuals.pdf.
examine the situation, engage with civil society, and call on the US to uphold its international human rights obligations.

Less than a year on from this catastrophic legal decision, it is now apparent that the consequences are even worse than feared. Women and girls in need of reproductive healthcare are being met with systematic refusals, onerous financial burdens, stigma, fear of violence, and criminalization. Thousands are being forced to remain pregnant against their will.

Part II of this briefing paper outlines the consequences of Dobbs on the fundamental human rights of women and girls, as well as the disproportionate impact it has on certain demographics made vulnerable by systemic oppressions. This factual summary includes input from physicians in various states as part of fact-gathering efforts conducted by a number of organizations involved in this submission. Part III discusses the ways in which Dobbs contravenes the US’ international obligations. Part IV sets forth our Conclusion and Calls to Action.
II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

1. In June 2022, the US Supreme Court overturned the constitutionally protected right to access abortion, leaving the question of whether and how to regulate abortion to individual states. As of January 17, 2023, abortion is banned, with extremely limited exceptions, in thirteen states: Alabama, Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Oklahoma. Georgia has banned abortion after six weeks of pregnancy (effectively outlawing access entirely). Approximately 22 million women and girls of reproductive age (ages 15-49) in the US live in states where abortion access is heavily restricted, and often totally inaccessible. Four states have begun restricting access to medication abortions, including by prohibiting the mailing of medication into their jurisdictions. Meanwhile, at least three states (Texas, Oklahoma, and Idaho) enacted so-called “bounty” laws before the Dobbs decision, empowering private citizens to sue providers who carry out abortions. In continuation of the country’s devaluation of the lives of Black and Brown women, communities of color and of lower socio-economic status are bearing the brunt of these laws.

3 Id., p. 2243.
4 Some states, such as Indiana and Ohio, have enacted bans that are currently under injunction as litigation moves forward. See “After Roe Fell: Abortion Laws By State,” Center for Reproductive Rights (updated in real time), https://reproductiverights.org/maps/abortion-laws-by-state/. In the November 2022 election, Kentucky voters rejected a ballot initiative to specify that the state constitution does not protect the right to abortion; however, the impact of the initiative is not yet clear, and Kentucky’s trigger ban is still in place. See A. Rickert, “Kentucky voters reject amendment that would have affirmed no right to abortion,” NPR (9 Nov. 2022), https://www.npr.org/2022/11/09/1134835022/kentucky-abortion-amendment-midterms-results. Other state bans have been blocked by courts: Arizona, North Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming. “Tracking the States Where Abortion is Now Banned,” The New York Times (updated 6 Jan. 2023), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/us/abortion-laws-roev-wade.html.
Dozens of clinics have closed across the country since *Dobbs* was decided,\(^{10}\) increasing travel time and distance for women seeking care — and barring access for those women unable to travel.\(^ {11}\)

### A. Women’s Lives and Health on the Line

2. The onslaught of legislative abortion restrictions in the US denies women’s decisional and bodily autonomy in a way that rejects the agency, dignity, and equality of people who can become pregnant.\(^ {12}\) This draconian attack on gender equality threatens women’s lives and health on a massive scale.

3. In the months since *Dobbs*, two of the organizations involved in this submission have interviewed US healthcare practitioners about the impacts of anti-abortion legislation on women’s healthcare.\(^ {13}\) The practitioners’ responses describe far-reaching implications for women and girls seeking abortion and other reproductive healthcare, dramatically affecting their health, and resulting in serious — sometimes fatal — risks.

4. These interviews and documentation by women’s rights groups describe difficulty, including:

   - in accessing abortion in cases of miscarriage;
   - forced travel across state lines in emergencies;
   - denial of care in cases of ectopic pregnancy;
   - hospitals delaying care until the woman’s health has deteriorated to a level most certainly to fit within narrow and vague “risk to life of the mother” exceptions;

---


\(^ {12}\) For more on the autonomy, dignity and equality impacts of abortion restrictions, see CEDAW Committee, Inquiry concerning the U.K. and Northern Ireland under article 8 of the Optional Protocol to CEDAW (U.N. Doc. CEDAW/C/OP.8/GBR/1, 17) (6 Mar. 2018) (“criminalization has a stigmatizing impact on women and deprives them of their privacy, self-determination and autonomy of decision, offending women’s equal status, constituting discrimination.”). See also Working Group on the issue of discrimination against women in law and in practice, Women’s Autonomy, Equality and Reproductive Health in International Human Rights: Between Recognition, Backlash and Regressive Trends (Oct. 2017) (“both the CEDAW Committee and the WGDAW determined that the right to safe termination of pregnancy is an equality right for women.”).

\(^ {13}\) Foley Hoag LLP, legal counsel to the Global Justice Center, interviewed medical professionals, including three OBGYNs (Drs. Harris, Serapio, and Drey), as well as a researcher who studies the impact of abortion on women (Dr. Foster). The methodology for these interviews included providing each interviewee with background on the purpose of the submission to the Mandate Holders and then asking about their general views about the change in laws as experienced by them, and their experience (before and after the change) performing abortions, treating patients who sought abortions, or otherwise treating patients. PHR engaged in a series of discussions with various medical sector stakeholders and clinicians post-*Dobbs* to understand the scope and nature of impacts of the decision on clinicians in the U.S., including specifically medical students through PHR’s Student Advisory Board.
professionals withholding information fearing that their advice could violate anti-abortion laws;

- reduced access to non-reproductive healthcare (e.g. chemotherapy);
- the infliction of serious psychological harm on women and girls forced to carry an unwanted pregnancy;
- complications for adolescents forced to give birth;
- reduced access to other forms of reproductive healthcare including contraception;
- heightened risk of violence faced by pregnant individuals in abusive relationships; and
- pregnant individuals forgoing prenatal care to avoid surveillance.

5. Anti-abortion legislation may also reduce access to reproductive healthcare in states where abortion is still legal, as patients are displaced from restrictive jurisdictions into already-overburdened clinics in jurisdictions where abortion remains legal.

6. The accounts provided by the interviewed professionals are shocking. Dr. Lisa Harris, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at University of Michigan Medical School, described how a patient treated at her institution for ectopic pregnancy — a life-threatening condition in which an embryo implants outside of the uterus and therefore cannot result in a healthy pregnancy and requires an abortion — had to travel from her home state, Ohio, to Michigan because she could not find a doctor willing to treat her in Ohio after their six-week abortion ban came into effect in June 2022.¹⁴ More broadly, Dr. Harris commented that, in the six months between the overturn of Roe v. Wade (Roe)¹⁵ and the passage of Michigan’s constitutional amendment protecting abortion access, some faculty and trainees with whom she works decided not to provide abortion care because of the potential risk of prosecution should Michigan’s 1931 abortion ban come into effect.¹⁶

7. Dr. Elissa Serapio, an obstetrics and gynecology specialist (or OB-GYN, a doctor who specializes in pregnancy and female reproductive health), worked in Texas in the aftermath of the state’s six-week abortion ban in 2021. Dr. Serapio explained that her colleagues were forced to watch their patients’ health deteriorate before providing abortions due to the narrow exceptions for legal abortion where the “life of the mother” is at risk.¹⁷ This challenge, Dr. Serapio noted, applied even when there was a zero percent chance that the pregnancy in question could result in a live birth.¹⁸

¹⁴ Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Lisa Harris (4 Nov. 2022).
¹⁵ Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973) (recognizing “the right of the woman to choose to have an abortion before viability”).
¹⁶ Id. Dr. Harris also reported that many colleagues only feel comfortable providing abortion care in hospital settings, rather than clinics where abortion care is normally provided because they perceive the risk of prosecution to be lower in hospitals than in an outpatient setting. See Mich. Const. art. 1, § 28 (recognizing a fundamental individual right to reproductive freedom, including abortion care, adopted by ballot initiative Nov. 2022).
¹⁷ Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Elissa Serapio (29 July 2022).
¹⁸ Id.
8. Dr. Eleanor Drey, Medical Director of the Women’s Options Center and the Family Birth Center at San Francisco General Hospital, explained that physicians in states with abortion bans are now faced with two bad options: leave their patients to suffer harm or else risk prosecution.19

9. While the array of state level abortion bans ostensibly have “exceptions” to safeguard the life and/or health of the pregnant person, these exceptions are unworkable. Replete with vague and non-medical terminology, the “exceptions” to protect women’s health and lives may be difficult to implement in practice, because their terms do not necessarily correspond with medical diagnoses and sometimes exclude health-threatening conditions.20 Medical professionals report that the restrictive legal landscape means that they are generally unsure whether and when medically necessary, and even lifesaving, abortions are legal. They note that such uncertainty causes both healthcare providers and institutions to delay or deny abortion and other reproductive healthcare.21 These dangerous chilling effects were foreseeable: research from other countries has long demonstrated the chronic unworkability, and concurrent danger, of general abortion prohibitions with exceptions to “save the life of the mother” or for “medical emergencies only.”22

10. Several women who have been denied care in this way have bravely shared their experiences publicly. In July 2022, a woman had to travel hundreds of miles to a different state for a lifesaving abortion. Though she was experiencing an ectopic pregnancy (one of the leading causes of maternal mortality in the first 12 weeks of pregnancy)23 her doctor would not end the pregnancy

---

19 Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Eleanor Drey (15 July 2022).
20 See e.g., E. Woodruff, “Louisiana hospital denies abortion for fetus without a skull” (17 Aug. 2022), https://www.nola.com/news/healthcare_hospitals/article_d08b59fe-1e39-11ed-a669-a3570eed885.html. A Louisiana woman was denied an abortion in by a hospital after her fetus was diagnosed with acrania – developing without a skull – a condition considered “uniformly fatal in the perinatal period.” Because acrania did not appear on a state list of conditions considered to render a fetus “medically futile,” Louisiana doctors declined to perform the abortion, despite the physical and psychological health risks of continuing a pregnancy that will end in stillbirth or death within hours of birth.
because he was “worried that the presence of a fetal heartbeat meant treating her might run afoul of new restrictions on abortion.”

11. In Wisconsin, hospital staff would not remove the fetal tissue for a patient with an incomplete miscarriage for fear that it would violate that state’s abortion ban. She was left to bleed at home for more than 10 days. While the patient survived and expelled the tissue safely, delays in miscarriage care — now common in anti-abortion states — pose serious risks to women’s health. Delays in expelling tissue following miscarriage can lead to hemorrhaging and life-threatening sepsis, and can potentially impact future fertility. Delayed care can also cause serious psychological suffering and trauma for women and families already dealing with pregnancy loss.

12. Such harrowing experiences are the tip of the iceberg. The chilling effect of anti-abortion restrictions is now systemic. Even where physicians determine that an abortion is necessary and are willing to stipulate that the patient’s condition falls under a medical exception to a state’s ban, those physicians often still face difficulty assembling the necessary medical team to carry out the procedure due to reluctance from other staff or suppliers of medication, as well as state regulations requiring multiple physicians to attest to the legal compliance of any abortions performed. As Dr. Serapio explained, even if a physician determines that an abortion is

---


25 Id.

26 Id.


28 See generally A. Redinger & H. Nguyen, Incomplete Abortions, STATPEARLS [INTERNET] (27 June 2022), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK559071/ (describing “complications that can arise after the management of incomplete abortion including death, uterine rupture, uterine perforation, subsequent hysterectomy, multisystem organ failure, pelvic infection, cervical damage, vomiting, diarrhea, infertility, and/or psychological effects.”).


30 See e.g., Fla. Stat. § 390.0111 (1)(a) (requiring for any abortion after 15 weeks gestational age that “Two physicians certify in writing that, in reasonable medical judgment, the termination of the pregnancy is necessary to save the pregnant woman’s life or avert a serious risk of substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function of the pregnant woman other than a psychological condition.”)
medically necessary, the other healthcare professionals involved may still object given the confusion surrounding legality and the resultant environment of fear.\textsuperscript{31}

\begin{quote}
I’m not only worrying about my patients’ medical safety, which I always worry about, but now I am worrying about their legal safety, my own legal safety.
\end{quote}

13. Moreover, risk-averse hospitals often fail to give healthcare teams the information they need to feel comfortable making such a medical decision. In Dr. Serapio’s experience, hospitals leave medical teams to make these decisions — and assume the risk that goes with them — alone.\textsuperscript{32}

14. The chilling effect of anti-abortion legislation may also cause physicians to withhold information from patients for fear that their medical advice could violate their state’s anti-abortion statutes.\textsuperscript{33} Doctors report that the rapidly shifting landscape has impacted their ability to counsel patients, including full information on dealing with pregnancy complications and options for patients from across state lines: “We’re trying to be very, very careful,” said Dr. Katie McHugh, in an interview with National Public Radio (NPR), “And it is so scary to me to know that I’m not only worrying about my patients’ medical safety, which I always worry about, but now I am worrying about their legal safety, my own legal safety. The criminalization of both patients and providers is incredibly disruptive to just normal patient care.”\textsuperscript{34}

15. Dr. Jennifer Griggs, a Professor in the University of Michigan’s Department of Internal Medicine, Hematology & Oncology Division, also spoke to the impact of abortion restrictions on women’s access to healthcare more broadly — even non-reproductive care.\textsuperscript{35} She described how the legal landscape post-\textit{Dobbs} leaves pregnant people and their clinicians in an untenable situation, risking the life of a pregnant patient by delaying treatment for a range of health conditions.\textsuperscript{36} For example, she reported that anti-abortion laws challenge doctors’ ability to provide cancer treatment in a timely manner. Because treatments such as chemotherapy and radiation can harm a fetus, particularly during early pregnancy, laws that restrict women’s termination options can force them to delay cancer treatments until later in pregnancy when the risks are lowered or until they have given birth. Such delays, however, can put the patient’s life
at risk. The uncertainty of the law under state abortion bans also has what Dr. Harris refers to as a “coercive negative impact on patients,” in which concerns about restrictive or uncertain abortion regulations lead doctors or patients to make suboptimal decisions about a patient’s course of treatment.38

16. Girls and adolescents are at increased risk of life-threatening consequences owing to delayed reproductive healthcare. Because girls and adolescents experience serious pregnancy-related complications at a higher rate than adults,39 including, trauma to organs,40 pregnant adolescents are particularly at risk when healthcare providers delay care. Despite this heightened vulnerability, none of the state abortion bans recognize an exception specifically for adolescent pregnancy.41 Even before Dobbs, young people under 18 in at least 36 states faced “parental involvement” requirements forcing them to notify and/or seek permission from a parent to get an abortion. These restrictions remain in place in more than 20 states where abortion is still legal.42 While most young people who have abortions voluntarily involve at least one parent in their decision, forced parental involvement laws put young people’s health and safety at risk. Young people without a supportive parent to involve in their abortion decision — for example, those who “fear physical or emotional abuse, being kicked out of the home, alienation from their families or other deterioration of family relationships or being forced to continue a pregnancy against their will”43 — generally have the option to go through a judicial bypass process to request permission from a judge to access abortion care. However, the process for securing a bypass is daunting and unworkable for many young people.44 A recent

37 Id.

38 Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Lisa Harris (4 Nov. 2022). Dr. Harris described a patient pregnant with twins who experienced a complication requiring the termination of one fetus for the other to survive. This procedure should normally be completed after a certain stage of pregnancy to minimize the chance of complications or death. However, due to concerns over the shifting legal landscape, the patient elected to have the procedure earlier than medically advised. This decision — prompted by abortion bans and legal uncertainty — placed the health of the mother and the remaining fetus at risk.


41 See supra note 9.


43 In some states with parental notification requirements, there are provisions for judicial bypass of the requirement; however, the process for securing a bypass is daunting and unworkable for many girls and adolescents, requiring them to demonstrate that they are “1) sufficiently mature and well enough informed to make an abortion decision without parental involvement, and/or that 2) parental involvement is not in their best interests.” Perversely, these requirements can result in a judicial finding that a minor is “not sufficiently mature” to make an informed abortion decision, therefore forcing the child to remain pregnant and give birth. See, e.g., Human Rights Watch, “The Only People It Really Affects Are the People It Hurts” (11 Mar. 2021), https://www.hrw.org/report/2021/03/11 only-people-it-really-affects-are-people-it-hurts/human-rights-consequences.

44 Id. In most states, to obtain a judicial waiver, young people must demonstrate that they have sufficient maturity to have an abortion without parental involvement, or that parental involvement is not in their best interest. Perversely,
study by Human Rights Watch revealed that Florida judges denied more than one in eight young people’s petitions in 2020-2021. These children and adolescents were then forced to continue a pregnancy against their wishes, travel outside the state, or seek a way to manage abortion outside the health system.

17. Abortion bans also harm women’s health in ways unrelated to pregnancy complications. Abortion restrictions can increase the risk of violence for pregnant individuals who are exposed to abusive relationships. Studies reveal that many victims of intimate partner or domestic violence seek abortions to prevent further abuse. The inability to obtain an abortion can force victims to remain with their abusers. These impacts are compounded for women from marginalized groups, who are more likely to experience domestic violence and are less likely to have access to an abortion if the procedure has been banned in their state.

18. Abortion bans can also increase the risk of suicide. Medical exceptions to abortion bans in the US do not provide for psychological risks to life or health. This limitation prevents physicians from providing abortion care even if they have a well-founded fear that their patient will attempt suicide if forced to continue their pregnancy. Federal guidance regarding the provision of emergency medical care does not explicitly mention mental health under emergency medical conditions that may require abortion. In Dr. Drey’s experience, suicide risk is especially pronounced in some of her teenage patients who develop “post-traumatic stress disorder or suicidal ideation as a result of their pregnancies and make plans to commit suicide if they cannot

these requirements can result in a judicial finding that a minor is “not sufficiently mature” to make an informed abortion decision, therefore forcing the child to remain pregnant and potentially give birth.


46 S. Roberts et al., Risk of violence from the man involved in the pregnancy after receiving or being denied an abortion, 12 CENT BMC MEDICINE 144 (2014) (explaining that women denied an abortion remain tethered to abusive partners and at risk for continued violence, even if they leave the relationship).

47 Id.


49 Of the statutes banning abortion in the US, none include exceptions to protect a pregnant person’s mental health. Some specifically exclude physical harms related to psychological distress. For example, Idaho’s law explicitly states that “No abortion shall be deemed necessary to prevent the death of the pregnant woman because the physician believes that the woman may or will take action to harm herself” (Idaho Code § 18-622(1)(a)).

50 Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Eleanor Drey (15 July 2022).

obtain an abortion.” For individuals who have become pregnant as a result of rape, this risk can also be heightened, Dr. Drey explained.

19. Even more starkly, pregnant people who attempt suicide can be charged with attempted feticide, manslaughter, or murder in some states. For example, in 2011 in Indiana, Bei Bei Shuai, an immigrant woman from China, attempted suicide and was subsequently charged with murder and feticide for attempting suicide while pregnant, based on the prosecutor’s interpretation of the murder code to include fetuses. As the zeal for prosecuting pregnant individuals increases, there is a significant risk that abortion bans with fetal personhood language can use a pregnant person’s need for mental health support as a reason to funnel them into the criminal-legal system whilst simultaneously failing to address the underlying health issue.

20. Abortion bans also reduce the quality and availability of other forms of necessary reproductive healthcare, such as contraception, pre- and postnatal care, and preventative annual exams.

One reason for this is that the reproductive healthcare clinics that provide this treatment are

---

52 Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Eleanor Drey (15 July 2022). Dr. Drey reported treating a pediatric patient whose pregnancy was caused by rape, who experienced post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms every time the fetus moved and was at risk of suicide as a result.


56 See R. Baldwin III, “Losing a pregnancy could land you in jail in post-Roe America,” NPR (3 July 2022), https://www.npr.org/2022/07/03/1109015302/abortion-prosecuting-pregnancy-loss (stating that the number of cases where pregnancy or pregnancy loss was used in a criminal investigation or prosecution nearly quadrupled from 2006-2020).


21. Even obstetric training is being impacted. Medical schools in anti-abortion states are limited in what they can teach about abortion, and young doctors are choosing to study — and eventually practice — elsewhere. See O. Goldhill, “After Dobbs, U.S. medical students head abroad for abortion training no longer provided by their schools,” STAT (22 Oct. 2022), https://www.statnews.com/2022/10/18/medical-students-heading-abroad-for-abortion-training/ (detailing how medical schools in states with abortion bans are pairing up with programs in other states that allow abortions in an attempt to ensure that future doctors are adequately prepared. Many students interested in reproductive healthcare are considering moving to states where abortions are legal.).

22. Anti-abortion legislation also has a chilling effect on patients’ access to healthcare services more broadly. Access to healthcare in the US depends in part on access to insurance, and for many low-income individuals, the most available insurance provider is the federal government-run Medicaid system. Enrollment in Medicaid is limited by income level, but income caps for the program are higher for pregnant and postpartum individuals. As a result, many low- and middle-income patients who have otherwise been excluded become eligible for the first time when they become pregnant. This increased access to healthcare includes coverage for pre- and postnatal care, but also for non-pregnancy-specific care such as health screenings, hospital visits, and emergency care. This window of increased access thus provides an opportunity for patients to be screened for a host of conditions.

23. But criminalization of certain pregnancy outcomes discourages engagement with the healthcare system, leading to reduced prenatal care and worse health outcomes for pregnant people and
infants alike. For example, the number of women receiving any prenatal care markedly dropped in Tennessee while the state’s law criminalizing any prenatal drug use was in effect, as pregnant people were threatened with criminal prosecution for a host of pregnancy outcomes and therefore avoided contact with formal healthcare. The reduction in access was more pronounced for populations marginalized along class lines and was associated with measurably worse health outcomes for mothers, fetuses, and newborns. New abortion bans and criminalization can be expected to instill fear in pregnant patients and create confusion over potential criminal liability, further reducing access to healthcare for vulnerable populations while increasing punitive surveillance of marginalized women. Pregnant people — even those who wish to continue their pregnancies — may forgo prenatal care to which they are entitled altogether to avoid falling under surveillance.

24. Abortion access is also threatened in states where abortion is still legal. Due to the rapidly changing legal landscape and fears of future legal consequences, some providers feel forced to suspend services even where abortion has not yet been outlawed. For instance, in West Virginia, the only abortion clinic in the state stopped performing abortions shortly after Dobbs was decided, even though the state’s pre-Roe abortion ban had not fully entered into force. In Arizona, where a legislative attempt to ban abortion has been blocked by the courts, nine of the state’s ten clinics have nevertheless stopped providing abortions. A provider in Arizona reported that she had decided to suspend abortion services because, as a Black doctor, she felt particularly vulnerable to potential criminalization. She noted “abortion is still legal but that would not stop someone from causing a legal disaster that I would not be able to recover from.” Providers are hesitant to move to or continue practicing in states where restrictions are increasing or unstable, citing “an atmosphere … perceived as antagonistic to physicians.” This dynamic deepens existing shortages of physicians, nurses, and other skilled providers.

67 Id.
68 Id., p. 501.
73 Id.
74 “Hospitals Fear Abortion Bans Will Worsen Staff Shortages,” Bloomberg Law (updated 9 Aug. 2022), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/health-law-and-business/hospitals-fear-abortion-bans-will-worsen-staff-shortages (“fears of being arrested for prescribing medications that could be unsafe for pregnancy, or for advising chemotherapy that requires ending a pregnancy… ‘The irony is that in states that pass these anti-abortion laws, there will be fewer OB GYN doctors willing to practice there. But there will be more need for them because there will be more pregnancies going to term,’ said Suzanna Sherry, a constitutional law expert at Vanderbilt University Law School.”).
25. The chaos has spilled over to states where abortion is expected to remain legal. As patients are displaced from their home states by abortion prohibitions, providers in states where abortion remains legal are seeing an influx of patients, placing a large strain on already overtaxed clinics. Clinics in less restrictive states often do not have enough staff. As Dr. Serapio explained, it can be difficult to find qualified staff because of the need for specialized training and experience. Given the legal landscape over the past few years, obtaining the requisite formal and practical experience is difficult, so qualified staff was already in short supply.

26. Abortion providers also suffer risk to their physical safety and lives in the US. Both in their clinics and in their homes, many providers and other staff report being in near constant fear of attack from extremists within the anti-abortion movement. Extremist anti-abortion vigilantes have kidnapped, attacked, bombed, and even murdered abortion providers. In 2021 alone, the National Abortion Federation reported 1,465 incidents of violence against providers across the US. The widespread organized campaigns of harassment and violence appear to have been emboldened in recent years by the movement’s broader success in restricting abortion.

75 K. Schorsch, “Staffing shortages in illinois for abortion care,” NPR-WBEZ (12 May 2022), npr.org/local/309/2022/05/12/1098469190/staffing-shortages-in-illinois-for-abortion-care (“Illinois providers are expecting an additional 20,000 to 30,000 patients a year as people travel from other states that could ban or heavily restrict the procedure. That would be a nearly two-thirds increase in abortions across Illinois.” An Illinois doctor cites the healthcare worker shortage as “perhaps the biggest barrier to a full-scale increase that would meet the needs of folks coming from other states.”).


79 Id.


81 A January 2020 unclassified report from the FBI outlined an ongoing increase in anti-abortion threats, disruption and violence, stating, “The FBI assess the increase in abortion-related extremist violent threats and criminal activity, including violations of the Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances (FACE) Act, against targets including reproductive healthcare facilities (RHCFs) likely is driven in part by the recent rise in state legislative activities related to abortion services and access.” (emphasis added); National Abortion Federation, 2020 Violence & Disruption Statistics (2021), p. 2, https://prochoice.org/our-work/provider-security/#dflip-df_13683/.
Notably, those who target providers and clinic workers and harass abortion seekers often have ties to violent extremist movements. For instance, a number of violent anti-abortion extremists were documented at the January 6, 2021 coup attempt at the US Capitol. As recently as January 15, 2023, an anti-abortion group carried out an arson attack on a clinic in Illinois.

### B. Penalizing Healthcare: Criminalization, Civil Liability, and Involuntary Confinement

27. Following Dobbs, 13 states’ statutes now criminalize healthcare providers who perform abortions. Penalties include up to life in prison (Texas) and fines as much as $100,000 (Oklahoma). Some states also impose criminal liability for “aiding or abetting” abortion, making it a crime for any individual, whether a healthcare provider or not, to assist a pregnant person in obtaining an abortion. This can apply to hospital administrative staff, therapists, and other medical professionals who have discussed or provided information about obtaining an abortion; family, friends, or religious leaders; or even rideshare or cab drivers who transport patients to an abortion clinic.

---


83 No patients or staff were present during the attack; a firefighter sustained life threatening injuries. T. Bella, “Arson Suspected at Illinois Planned Parenthood After State Expands Abortion Rights,” Washington Post (19 Jan. 2023), https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2023/01/19/abortion-planned-parenthood-arson-illinois/.


85 The Texas abortion ban classifies any attempt to induce an abortion as a second-degree felony if unsuccessful (punishable by up to 20 years in prison) and as a first degree felony (up to life in prison) “if an unborn child dies as a result of the offense.” Tex. Code § 170A.004(b).


patients to abortion clinics. Employers, family members or friends who contribute financially or provide other forms of support can also be criminalized.

28. Individuals can also face civil penalties for “aiding and abetting” abortion in some states. Texas, for example, provides for privately enforced civil liability, in addition to its criminal ban. This threat of private suits places further pressure on providers to cease providing any abortion care whatsoever — even for patients who experience complications making abortion medically necessary and permitted under the state’s criminal restrictions — because they may have to defend themselves from a costly lawsuit brought by a bystander. As Dr. Serapio explained, the law has left providers in Texas feeling potentially surveilled by everyone around them and questioning whether private discussions with their patients could land them in front of a judge.


92 J. Gerson, “No one wants to get sued: Some abortion providers have stopped working in Texas” The 19th (15 Sept. 2021), https://19tlnews.org/2021/09-abortion-providers-texas-stopped-working-under-threat-sued/ (“Even if abortion providers win in every single case brought against them [under SB 8], that burden of having to have a lawyer to defend yourself, traveling all over the state to do so — that alone threatens to shut down abortion providers,’ said Marc Hearron, senior counsel at the Center for Reproductive Rights”). In December 2022, a Texas court dismissed a suit from an unaffected, out of state plaintiff against a doctor who had performed an abortion in defiance of the law. The court held that the plaintiff lacked standing to bring the case, but left the door open for plaintiffs with ties to a case to sue providers. See D. Solomon, “Texas’s Abortion ‘Bounty’ Law Just Lost Its First Test. Here’s What That Means,” Texas Monthly (9 Dec. 2022), https://www.texasmonthly.com/news-politics/texas-abortion-bounty-law-just-lost-first-test/.

93 Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Elissa Serapio (25 July 2022). Others involved in abortion care, including lawyers, have the same concerns. I. Mitchell, “Texas Freedom Caucus Warns Law Firm of Criminal Liability for Covering
29. Some states are attempting to enforce their bans across state lines. Although the legality of this strategy is uncertain, lawmakers in several states that have banned abortion have proposed legislation to “allow private citizens to sue anyone who helps a resident of that state... terminate a pregnancy outside the state,” from an out-of-state physician who performs a procedure to a driver who conveys a patient across state lines. For example, Missouri lawmakers introduced a bill in 2021 that claimed jurisdiction over any pregnancy conceived within the state or where the parents were Missouri residents. While the law was not adopted, another bill introduced last year is intended to allow private enforcement across state lines. These cross-border efforts expand the threat of prosecution beyond providers practicing in restrictive states, creating uncertainty for providers even in states where abortions remain legal, and infringing on women’s freedom of movement.

30. Pregnant individuals themselves are also at risk of criminalization. In some states, officials have indicated a willingness to arrest those who self-induce abortion. In Idaho, a statute from 1973 remains a potential threat: a woman “who purposely terminates her own pregnancy otherwise than by a live birth” can be found guilty of a felony. Similarly, some states have

---

100 See A. Yurkanin, “Women can be prosecuted for taking abortion pills, says Alabama attorney general,” AL.com (10 Jan. 2023).
101 Idaho Code §8-606.
begun to explore criminalization approaches based on “fetal personhood,” a concept which attributes legal rights to a fetus. If adopted, these provisions will increase prosecutions targeting pregnant people by classifying abortion as homicide and permitting prosecution of those who receive such treatment for murder or manslaughter. A Louisiana House of Representatives committee voted in May 2022 to amend criminal laws to make abortion qualify as a homicide. While the bill was subsequently withdrawn, other states are exploring fetal personhood approaches to criminalizing a range of pregnancy outcomes.

31. Even prior to Dobbs, prosecutors charged pregnant women and girls in situations where they suspected that the woman’s actions during pregnancy harmed the fetus. Alleged conduct deemed worthy of prosecution went beyond suspected abortions to include using drugs (even where prescribed by a doctor), drinking alcohol, and falling down stairs. For example, in 2020,

---


103 International human rights law (IHRL) makes clear that its protections start at birth and that fetal personhood has no basis in IHRL. See Working Group on discrimination against women and girls in law and practice, Women’s Autonomy, Equality and Reproductive Health in International Human Rights: Between Recognition, Backlash and Regressive Trends (Oct. 2017), https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Issues/Women/WG/WomensAutonomyEqualityReproductiveHealth.pdf (“it was well settled in the 1948 [Universal Declaration of Human Rights] and upheld in the ICCPR that the human rights accorded under IHRL are accorded to those who have been born. ‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.’”). The Working Group cites inter alia the travaux préparatoires of Article 6 of the ICCPR, in which proposed amendments suggesting that the right to life applied before birth were specifically rejected by states. UN GAOR, 12th Session, Agenda Item 33, at 119 (e), (q), UN Doc. A/3764, 1957.


a pregnant woman from Alabama was prosecuted for using pain medication prescribed by her
doctor, even though it was established after the baby was born that the child suffered no adverse

32. Some jurisdictions also have policies of civil or administrative detention to hold pregnant girls
and women in custody — even without criminal charges — if they are suspected of using
proceedings to commit pregnant women are often in closed hearings, lack meaningful standards
and provide few procedural protections. In some states, important early hearings may take place
without the mother having legal representation, as the pregnant woman does not have the right
to appointed counsel although the fetus has a court-appointed guardian ad litem.”\footnote{114}{Report of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention on its visit to the United States of America, ¶ 74 (U.N. Doc. A/HRC/36/37/Add.2) (17 July 2017).} Pregnant
individuals have been arbitrarily detained under these policies for months at a time. Because


\footnote{110}{See N. Martin, “Take a Valium, Lose Your Kid, Go to Jail,” ProPublica (23 Sept. 2015), https://www.propublica.org/article/when-the-womb-is-a-crime-scene.}
spontaneous miscarriage and self-managed abortion are medically indistinguishable in most cases,\(^{115}\) prohibitions on abortion will predictably lead to the investigation and detention of many women experiencing miscarriages as well as those self-managing abortions.

---

Given that the country’s criminal legal system already disproportionately polices women and girls of African descent, [this] is the population group that suffers the most from increased surveillance and criminalization.

33. Those targeted for detention and criminalization are more likely to be Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) individuals,\(^{116}\) contributing to the already disproportionately high level of incarceration of BIPOC persons in the US.\(^{117}\) For example, out of 413 cases of arrest or forced intervention of pregnant persons documented between 1973 and 2005, 71% were economically disadvantaged women, 59% were women of color, and 52% were Black.\(^{118}\) Communities of color, especially Black communities, are disproportionately impacted by pregnancy criminalization due in part to the heightened policing of these communities under the auspices of the “war on drugs.”\(^{119}\) As the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health has already described, “given that the country’s criminal legal system already disproportionately polices women and girls of African descent, [this] is the population group that suffers the most from increased surveillance and criminalization.”\(^{120}\)

34. Finally, the criminalization of abortion threatens to further affect the relationship between patients and their healthcare providers. Providers fear that their actions, or even their words,

---

\(^{115}\) See NWHN Staff, “Consumer Health Info: Medication Abortion and Miscarriage” (updated 15 Aug. 2019), https://nwhn.org-abortion-pills-vs-miscarriage-demystifying-experience/ (“From a medical perspective, there is no physically significant difference between a medication abortion and a spontaneously occurring miscarriage. For example, the medicines used in medication abortion are used to help safely manage an incomplete miscarriage.”).


\(^{117}\) “Criminal Justice Fact Sheet,” NAACP, https://naacp.org/resources/criminal-justice-fact-sheet; https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2021/10/08/indigenouspeoplesday/ (“In jails, Native people had more than double the incarceration rate of white people, and in prisons this disparity was even greater.”).


\(^{120}\) Report by the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health: Racism and the right to health (U.N. Doc. A/77/197) (20 July 2022).
could be used against them in court. Patients may be afraid to seek care and worry that providers will act as an arm of the police by collecting evidence and reporting them to the authorities if they suspect an abortion has been induced. Since BIPOC individuals already face well-documented barriers to obtaining proper medical treatment and are subject to over-policing, they are put at particular risk.

The ultimate impacts of abortion criminalization have not yet been fully realized, but it is reasonable to expect this criminalization to have a chilling effect on women’s health generally, to increase risks to women’s lives, and to lead to further arbitrary detention of women and girls.

C. Threats to Privacy from Increased Digital Surveillance

The proliferation of abortion bans in the US has decimated reproductive autonomy — the power to control all aspects of one’s reproductive health — which is “at the very core of [individuals’] fundamental right[s] to equality and privacy.” The right to privacy of individuals (irrespective of whether or not they are pregnant) and the rights of medical professionals are also threatened by states’ use of digital surveillance to track the identities of people who seek or provide reproductive healthcare.

---


122 A recent study by If/When/How found “at least 61 instances where people were investigated or prosecuted for allegedly self-managing an abortion or helping others self-manage. Among the cases involving adults, 26% were reported by acquaintances (including family, friends, and neighbors) and 45% were reported by care professionals (including doctors, nurses, and social workers) after seeking care...Whether criminalization has occurred out of malice or simply due to ignorance of reporting requirements, clinicians, social workers, and other clinical support providers have caused substantial harm to patients by calling law enforcement after the loss of pregnancy because they suspect the miscarriage was intentionally induced.” J. Perritt, “Don’t Report Your Abortion Patients to Law Enforcement—Self-managed abortion does not legally need to be reported,” Medpage Today (5 Nov. 2022), https://www.medpagetoday.com/opinion/second-opinions/101581; (citing L. Huss et al., Self-Care, Criminalized: August 2022 Preliminary Findings, IF HOW WHEN: LAWYERING FOR REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE 2-3 (2022)). See also E. Bazelon, “Purvi Patel Could Be Just the Beginning,” The New York Times (1 Apr. 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/01/magazine/purvi-patel-could-be-just-the-beginning.html.


37. Because many states now criminalize abortion, law enforcement officials in these states are using electronic data to prosecute patients or those who help them access abortion.126 This personal information is wide in scope and may include:

- location data to show if someone visited an abortion clinic, substance use disorder treatment center, or other health facility;
- search histories on medication abortion, clinics, and general information on abortion;
- menstrual cycle tracking applications; and
- communications data such as text messages about pregnancy and abortion.127

38. The pre-Dobbs case of Latice Fisher, who was charged with second-degree murder after a stillbirth when investigators found the words “mifepristone” and “misoprostol” in her phone’s search history, shows how these tactics were used even while Roe was still in force.128 Now that abortion is explicitly criminalized in many states, law enforcement’s use of digital surveillance to track abortions is likely to increase.

39. Notably, law enforcement can access many of these sensitive personal records without a warrant. The legal standards for accessing novel digital evidence like location data vary depending on whether the data are obtained directly from the suspect (as in a search of a person’s cell phone), via an order issued to a third party (e.g. warrants issued to Google or Meta), or through purchases from data brokers129 (i.e. individuals or companies that collect and aggregate many types of personal information usually from online sources).130 This means that


130 Federal courts have not ruled directly on whether the particularized probable cause standard applicable to warrant requests is required for police to conduct keyword search queries or “geofenced” (i.e. location-bound) searches of data held by third parties, including Google. At the moment, law enforcement is relying on vague and less-protective statutory standards, such as the Stored Communication Act’s “reasonable grounds [to believe that records are] relevant and material to an ongoing investigation” standard. Congressional Research Service, “Abortion, Data Privacy, and Law Enforcement Access: A Legal Overview” (updated 8 July 2022), https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/LSB/LSB10786.
many of the usual limitations on police searches designed to protect defendants and prevent overbroad surveillance do not apply to all law enforcement access to personal information.\textsuperscript{131}

40. Purchasing data from brokers provides particularly easy and so-far unregulated law enforcement access to an unprecedented volume of sensitive personal information for use in prosecuting individuals seeking abortions — or even reviewing their options for reproductive care — often without any oversight by courts.\textsuperscript{132}

41. As with most aspects of abortion bans, these surveillance tactics will disproportionately affect marginalized individuals. BIPOC women, particularly Black women, are more likely to suffer miscarriages,\textsuperscript{133} which are generally indistinguishable from medically induced abortions.\textsuperscript{134} Combined with existing higher law enforcement surveillance rates of these communities,\textsuperscript{135} these factors mean that BIPOC women will face higher rates of privacy infringement. Additionally, low-income women face surveillance and privacy intrusions not only from the government as a result of receiving government benefits, but also from employers monitoring workplace conduct and performance.\textsuperscript{136} They also face financial barriers to protecting their privacy.\textsuperscript{137} As a result, the privacy of BIPOC, low-income, and otherwise marginalized women will be violated disproportionately.


\textsuperscript{132} B. Cyphers, “How Law Enforcement Around the Country Buys Cell Phone Location Data Wholesale,” EFF (31 Aug. 2022), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2022/08/how-law-enforcement-around-country-buys-cell-phone-location-data-wholesale Some data broker services are designed and marketed specifically for law enforcement agencies, who purchase subscriptions to the services — rather than seeking a warrant — in order to access advanced search features. The Electronic Frontier Foundation documented a lack of agency-level policies governing the use of these services, and found that most agencies did not seek either warrants or subpoenas to access the data. See also F. Patel & A. Shahzad, “With Roe v. Wade at Risk, Digital Surveillance Threatens Reproductive Freedom,” Just Security (17 May 2022), https://www.justsecurity.org/81547/with-roe-v-wade-at-risk-digital-surveillance-threatens-reproductive-freedom/.


\textsuperscript{134} National Women’s Health Center, “Consumer Health Info: Medication Abortion and Miscarriage” (updated 15 Aug. 2019), https://nwhn.org/abortion-pills-vs-miscarriage-demystifying-experience/ (“From a medical perspective, there is no physically significant difference between a medication abortion and a spontaneously occurring miscarriage. For example, the medicines used in medication abortion are used to help safely manage an incomplete miscarriage.”).

\textsuperscript{135} C. Conti-Cook, Surveilling the Digital Abortion Diary, 50 (1) UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE LAW REVIEW 1 (2020), pp. 29-38.


\textsuperscript{137} See E. Joh, Dobbs Online: Digital Rights as Abortion Rights (5 Sept. 2022) (FEMINIST CYBERLAW, A. Levendowski & M. Jones (eds.), forthcoming 2023), https://ssrn.com/abstract=4210754 (noting that low-income women are less able to afford more privacy-protective phones, apps, or other services).
42. Private parties including anti-abortion activists also use technology to gather data on both providers and pregnant people. For instance, anti-abortion groups have used mobile geo-fencing technology to target patients at abortion clinics with anti-abortion advertisements. Anti-abortion centers known as “crisis pregnancy centers” and “abortion alternatives” hotlines also collect data on pregnant individuals. In states such as Texas, which offer a bounty for citizens to bring civil lawsuits against anyone aiding and abetting an abortion, private parties may have a particular incentive to purchase abortion-related data. In May 2022, journalists revealed that they were able to purchase location data of individuals who visited Planned Parenthood centers for just $160 from a data broker — in the context of possible $10,000 bounties under the Texas law. The purchased data are purportedly “anonymized,” but due to the small number of devices visiting these locations, it is often possible to de-anonymize the data (i.e. link to specific individuals). These practices are emerging and evolving in a landscape without protections, as “the U.S. lack[s] a comprehensive set of federal digital privacy laws.”

D. Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion or Belief

43. Some forms of anti-abortion legislation in the US infringe upon the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief under international human rights law. First, anti-abortion laws that prevent providers and/or clinic staff from providing abortions to pregnant persons may infringe upon the provider’s freedom to manifest their freedom of conscience and religion or belief. For some healthcare providers, their religion or beliefs (including non-theistic beliefs)
mandate that they provide healthcare (including abortion) when a person’s life, health, or well-being is at risk. For example, Jewish physicians in Florida have explained in a lawsuit that their faith compels them to provide abortion to patients where the patient’s life, health or well-being is at risk. For these and other healthcare workers, criminal abortion laws eviscerate their freedom to manifest a key aspect of their faith.144

44. Even religious leaders and clergy members risk falling afoul of abortion laws in the US for providing pastoral care, guidance, and religious teaching. For faith leaders whose belief system affirms the right to abortion, counseling on reproductive healthcare in accordance with their faith could fall within the aforementioned broad crime of “aiding or abetting” an abortion. Members of the Unitarian Universalist Church in Florida have been forced to turn to the courts to seek injunctive relief against the law’s attempt to punish them for providing ministry and serving their congregants in this way.145 Specifically, these clergy members underscore that counseling in line with their faith involves explaining the tenet of the “God-given right to self-determination over their own bodies and reproductive lives.”146 But if a pregnant person has an abortion following a conversation on this area of the church’s doctrine, the clergy members could face prosecution for aiding, abetting, or encouraging abortion.

45. Crucially, laws that criminally prosecute or otherwise punish people of faith who feel obligated by their religion or belief to help others access abortion, or to counsel congregants on abortion care, do not meet the thresholds set by international law that would permit the State to limit their freedom to practice their religion or belief. The right to manifest one’s religion or belief may be subject only to such “limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, or morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.”147

E. Disproportionate Impact on Marginalized Populations

46. Dobbs is devastating for all people who can become pregnant, but it has had and will have an outsized impact on certain marginalized groups who already face documented discrimination within and outside the healthcare system. This includes BIPOC women, people of diverse gender identities and sexual orientations, migrants, persons with disabilities, people who are low-income or living in poverty, children, and rural residents.148 These groups often have poorer

---


144 The providers in Florida who have resorted to the courts to assert their right to freedom of religion or belief are part of a long tradition of healthcare workers providing reproductive healthcare, at least in part, due to their faith. See A Religious Right to Abortion: Legal History and Analysis, Columbia Law School (Aug. 2022), https://lawrightsreligion.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/LRRP%20Religious%20Liberty%20%26%20Abortion%20Rights%20memo.pdf.


146 Id.


health outcomes compared to other populations, and Dobbs will worsen these disparities, since individuals who belong to these groups have fewer resources and face discrimination from the healthcare community.

47. For people with disabilities, “[c]onstitutional protection for bodily autonomy is of vital importance... because that protection has far too often been denied to them in both reproductive and non-reproductive contexts.” The Autistic Self Advocacy Network and the


Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund note in their *Dobbs amicus curiae* brief that the US has a history of engaging in the forced sterilization of persons with disabilities, particularly targeting people of color with disabilities. Individuals with disabilities have been continuously denied reproductive autonomy, and many fear the *Dobbs* decision will further entrench these policies and erode what progress they have achieved toward the protection of their bodily autonomy.

48. Communities marginalized by racial discrimination and oppression also face barriers in accessing healthcare, which severely and negatively impacts these communities. Indigenous Americans experience statistically worse healthcare outcomes than other populations in the US and already had difficulty accessing abortion long before *Dobbs*. The same is true for Black Americans, who have always faced high barriers to accessing healthcare. Hence, individuals who belong to more than one marginalized group, such as rural Black Americans,

49. Migrants and asylum seekers face further barriers in accessing reproductive healthcare.\footnote{See generally A. Bissonnette, “Caged Women”: Migration, Mobility and Access to Health Services in Texas and Arizona, 37 J. BORDERLANDS STUDIES 1 (9 Apr. 2020), tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08865655.2020.1748515?journalCode=rjbs20.} Irregular immigration status prevents millions of individuals from qualifying for health insurance programs in general, and creates particular barriers to accessing insurance that covers reproductive healthcare services.\footnote{See Barriers to sexual and reproductive health services faced by immigrant women of reproductive age in the United States, Ibis Reproductive Health (Jan. 2023), https://www.ibisreproductivehealth.org/sites/default/files/files/publications/Access%20to%20SRH%20services_immigrants%20brief%20FINAL.pdf. Many noncitizen US residents are ineligible for Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) for their first five years in the country. Health coverage for lawfully present immigrants: \textit{Immigrants and Medicaid & CHIP}, HealthCare.Gov (17 Jan. 2023), https://www.healthcare.gov/immigrants/lawfully-present-immigrants/. \ref{160} See S. Ahmed, “Abortion worries heightened for unauthorized immigrants in the U.S.,” Reuters (5 July 2022), https://www.reuters.com/world/us/abortion-worries-heightened-unauthorized-immigrants-us-2022-07-05/; \ref{162} Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Elissa Serapio (25 July 2022).} Immigrants also face mobility restrictions. Many US states require documentation of immigration status in order to receive a driver’s license, and some of the most restrictive bans on abortion are in states (such as Texas) that host a network of Border Patrol checkpoints.\footnote{See S. Ahmed, “Abortion worries heightened for unauthorized immigrants in the U.S.,” Reuters (5 July 2022), https://www.reuters.com/world/us/abortion-worries-heightened-unauthorized-immigrants-us-2022-07-05/; \ref{162} Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Elissa Serapio (25 July 2022).} Undocumented immigrants who seek to cross state lines to access abortion care are at risk of arrest, detention, and deportation. As Dr. Serapio explained, for individuals who are undocumented and/or unauthorized, or who have undocumented and/or unauthorized family members, travel out of state is therefore not an option due to the possible legal ramifications, even where resources are available.\footnote{See S. Ahmed, “Abortion worries heightened for unauthorized immigrants in the U.S.,” Reuters (5 July 2022), https://www.reuters.com/world/us/abortion-worries-heightened-unauthorized-immigrants-us-2022-07-05/; \ref{162} Interview by Foley Hoag LLP with Dr. Elissa Serapio (25 July 2022).}
parent by a general fear of immigration consequences for themselves or their families.163 In these cases, immigrant youth may be forced to seek a judicial bypass or remain pregnant involuntarily.164

51. State abortion bans have also led to the closure of reproductive health clinics that, in addition to abortion, provide non-abortion-related medical care upon which many individuals from vulnerable groups rely.165 In general, the states enacting bans have some of the worst healthcare systems in the country and have historically dedicated few resources for low-income residents.166 Lawmakers passing abortion bans have for years refused to address these problems.

52. Rates of sexual violence against individuals in marginalized communities are also significantly higher than for the rest of the population.167 Since many state laws prevent pregnant persons from obtaining an abortion even in circumstances of rape or incest,168 these groups face an

---


166 See K. L. Gilbert et al., “Dobbs, another frontline for health equity,” *Brookings Institution* (30 June 2022), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/how-we-rise/2022/06/30/Dobbs-another-frontline-for-health-equity/ (“Of the 13 states that have an immediate trigger law, 9 of them rank number 30 or lower in overall state health using data from America’s Health Rankings. More than 10 of these states rank in the bottom half for public health and healthcare quality.”).


168 Most states with abortion bans in effect do not have any exception for pregnancies that result from rape or incest. F. Cineas, “Rape and incest abortion exceptions don’t really exist,” *Vox* (22 July 2022), https://www.vox.com/23277352/rape-and-incest-abortion-exception. See, e.g., Alabama Human Life Protection Act (H.B. 314, § 7); Wisconsin § 940.04(5); Wyoming § 35-6-102(b); Texas Health & Safety Code Title 2, Subtit. H, Ch. 170A; Tennessee Code Ann. § 39-15-213.(c)(1)-(3); South Dakota, § 22-17-5.1; Miss. Code Ann. § 41-41-45.2 (contemplating
increased risk of being forced to continue a pregnancy that is the result of sexual violence. Even where a state has a legal exception allowing for abortions in cases of rape, these exceptions are extremely difficult for survivors to access in practice because they generally require filing an official police report before a provider can perform an abortion.\footnote{Most states with a rape exception to their abortion ban require the victim to report the rape to the police in order to obtain an abortion. F. Cineas, “Rape and incest abortion exceptions don’t really exist,” Vox (22 July 2022), https://www.vox.com/23271352/rape-and-incest-abortion-exception.} Given low rates of reporting of sexual violence, especially among marginalized communities including BIPOC and individuals of diverse gender identities and sexual orientations, these requirements effectively bar survivors from accessing abortion care.\footnote{RAINN, The Criminal Justice System: Statistics, https://www.rainn.org/statistics/criminal-justice-system.}

individuals from these marginalized communities will be unable to travel out of state for abortion and thus will be forced to bear a child for which they likely have fewer resources to provide.

54. These barriers to access create a vicious cycle of poverty and marginalization, reinforcing existing inequalities. A study on abortion access – conducted before Dobbs was decided\textsuperscript{176} – illustrates how abortion denial can reinforce economic and social marginalization. Based on thousands of interviews with women who sought, but were denied, an abortion, the study found that such patients are more likely to: (1) be exposed to significant health risks from delivery; (2) experience negative health outcomes over the next five years; (3) scale back their aspirations and career plans; (4) face long-term economic hardship; and (5) raise their children in poverty.

In short, as the author of the study explained in a recent article, “we are about to see a deepening of existing inequalities...Being denied an abortion [will] lead[] to . . . greater poverty and health risks.”\textsuperscript{177}

\textsuperscript{176} D. Foster, \textit{The Turnaway Study: The Cost of Denying Women Access to Abortion} (2020).

\textsuperscript{177} D. Foster, \textit{New abortion bans will increase existing health and economic disparities}, 112 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1276 (June 2022), https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2022.306993.
III. Anti-Abortion Legislation Violates International Law

55. By overturning the established constitutional protection for access to abortion, and through the passage of the state laws discussed above, the US is in violation of its obligations under international human rights law, codified in a number of human rights treaties to which it is a party or a signatory.

56. Specifically, the US has ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),\(^{178}\) the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD),\(^{179}\) and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT).\(^{180}\)

57. The US also signed, but has not yet ratified, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),\(^{181}\) the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),\(^{182}\) the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),\(^{183}\) and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD).\(^{184}\) As a signatory to these treaties, the US must refrain from acts that would defeat their object and purpose.\(^{185}\)

58. These treaties enshrine in law numerous complementary human rights. The US has committed to respect and protect these rights; instead, it is infringing them through restrictions on abortion access. As eight Special Procedures mandate holders recently reaffirmed: “Over time, States and human rights bodies clarified that human rights treaty obligations encompass the

---


reproductive rights of women and girls, including safe and legal abortion access.” These human rights obligations include, but are not limited to, the rights to: life; health; privacy; liberty and security of person; to be free from torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment (CIDT); freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief; equality and non-discrimination; and to seek, receive, and impart information.”

Over time, States and human rights bodies clarified that human rights treaty obligations encompass the reproductive rights of women and girls, including safe and legal abortion access.

59. First, abortion laws and policies in the US endanger the life and health of persons seeking abortions and people in need of emergency reproductive healthcare. These policies contravene the US' human rights obligations to respect the right to life and the right to health. As the Human Rights Committee (HRC) has confirmed, States parties to the ICCPR must not adopt anti-abortion measures that “result in violation of the right to life of a pregnant woman or girl” and must “provide safe, legal and effective access to abortion where the life and health of the pregnant woman or girl is at risk, or where carrying a pregnancy to term would cause the pregnant woman or girl substantial pain or suffering...” States parties should also “remove existing barriers to effective access by women and girls to safe and legal abortion...and should not introduce new barriers.” Other treaty bodies — including the Committee on Social, Economic and Cultural Rights (CESCR), the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, and others — have emphasized the importance of ensuring reproductive rights.

187 As recently summarized by the Working Group on discrimination against women and girls: “sexual and reproductive health rights are clearly established under international law. They are an integral part of a number of civil and political rights that underpin the physical and mental integrity of individuals and their autonomy, such as the rights to life, liberty and security of person, freedom from torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, privacy and respect for family life, as well as economic, social and cultural rights, such as the rights to health, education and work and the right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress, and the cross-cutting rights of non-discrimination and equality.” Working Group on discrimination against women and girls, Women’s and girls’ sexual and reproductive health rights in crisis (U.N. Doc. A/HRC/47/38) (28 Apr. 2021), ¶ 18.
188 See ICCPR, Art. 6.
189 See ICERD, Art. 5(e)(iv). See also ICESCR Art. 12; CEDAW Arts. 11(1)(f), 12, 14(2)(b); CRPD Art. 25; CRC Art. 24. See also CESCR, General Comment No. 22 (2016) on the right to sexual and reproductive health (U.N. Doc. E/C.12/GC/22) (2 May 2016), ¶¶ 10-11, 13-14, 45, 49; CRC Committee, General comment No. 15 (2013) on the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health (U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/15) (17 Apr. 2013), ¶ 56; Report of the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, Violence and its impact on the right to health (U.N. Doc. A/HRC/50/28) (14 Apr. 2022), ¶ 20 (describing how “States violate the right to health when they fail to take effective steps to prevent third parties from undermining the enjoyment of the right to sexual and reproductive health”).
190 HRC, General Comment No. 36, Art. 6 (Right to Life) (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/36) (3 Sept. 2019), ¶ 8.
191 Id.
against Women (CEDAW Committee), the Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC Committee), the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD Committee), and the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD Committee) — have unanimously and unambiguously recognized that access to abortion, and the ability to make free decisions regarding abortion, are indispensable to the fulfillment of the right to health.\(^{192}\)

60. In addition to the rights to life and health, abortion restrictions in the US also infringe the right to privacy\(^{193}\) by allowing states to restrict reproductive choices and thereby to interfere with a pregnant individual’s physical and psychological integrity. HRC jurisprudence has firmly established that an individual’s decision to seek an abortion falls under the scope of the right to privacy.\(^{194}\) The HRC has also found that some abortion bans, similar to those being enacted in the US, constitute impermissible interference with the ability to decide whether and how to proceed with a pregnancy, contrary to the right to privacy protected by Article 17 of the ICCPR.\(^{195}\) Some US laws, particularly those imposing broad accessory liability on anyone who “advise[s] or

---

\(^{192}\) See CESCR, General Comment 22 (2016) on the right to sexual and reproductive health (U.N. Doc. E/C.12/GC/22) (2 May 2016), ¶ 5 (“The freedoms [protected under the right to health] include the right to make free and responsible decisions and choices, free of violence, coercion and discrimination, regarding matters concerning one’s body and sexual and reproductive health[, and entitle all people to] full enjoyment of the right to sexual and reproductive health[,]”); CESCR, General Comment No. 14: The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health (Art. 12) (U.N. Doc. E/C.12/2000/4) (11 Aug. 2000), ¶ 8 (“The freedoms [protected under the right to health] include the right to control one’s health and body, including sexual and reproductive freedom, and the right to be free from interference[,]”); CRPD Committee and CEDAW Committee, Guaranteeing sexual and reproductive health and rights for all women, in particular women with disabilities (29 Aug. 2018), https://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/treaty-bodies/crpd/statements-declarations-and-observations (“Access to safe and legal abortion, as well as related services and information are essential aspects of women’s reproductive health and a prerequisite for safeguarding their human rights to life, health, equality before the law and equal protection of the law, non-discrimination, information, privacy, bodily integrity and freedom from torture and ill treatment.”); CEDAW Committee, L.C. v. Peru (U.N. Doc. CEDAW/C/50/D/222009) (2011), ¶ 8.15, https://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/docs/cedaw-c-50-d-22-2009_en.pdf (“[T]he Committee considers that, owing to her condition as a pregnant woman, L.C. did not have access to an effective and accessible procedure allowing her to establish her entitlement to the medical services that her physical and mental condition required.”); CERD Committee, Concluding observations on the combined tenth to twelfth reports of the United States of America (U.N. Doc. CERD/C/USA/CO/10-12) (21 Sept. 2022), ¶¶ 35-36.

\(^{193}\) See ICCPR, Art. 17; CRC, Art. 16.

\(^{194}\) The Human Rights Committee has found violations of the right to privacy in every case it has considered when the State interfered with reproductive decision-making or abortion access. See HRC, Whelan v. Ireland, CCPR/C/119/D/2425/2014 (“Whelan v. Ireland”), ¶ 7.8; HRC, Mellet v. Ireland, CCPR/C/116/D/2334/2013 (“Mellet v. Ireland”), ¶¶ 7-7.8; HRC, K.L. v. Peru, CCPR/C/85/D/1153/2003 (“K.L. v. Peru”), ¶ 6.4; HRC, V.D.A. (on behalf of L.M.R.) v. Argentina, CCPR/C/101/D/1608/2007 (“V.D.A. v. Argentina”), ¶ 9.3; HRC, General Comment 28 (2000) on the equality of rights between men and women (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.10) (29 Mar. 2000), ¶ 20 (“States parties must provide information to enable the Committee to assess the effect of any laws and practices that may interfere with women’s right to enjoy privacy” such as “where States impose a legal duty upon doctors and other health personnel to report cases of women who have undergone abortion. . . . States parties should report on any laws and public or private actions that interfere with the equal enjoyment by women of the rights under article 17, and on the measures taken to eliminate such interference and to afford women protection from any such interference.”).

\(^{195}\) See Whelan v. Ireland, ¶ 7.9; Mellet v. Ireland, ¶ 7.8; K.L. v. Peru, ¶ 6.4.
encourage[s]...a woman to get an abortion also infringe the freedom of a pregnant person to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas, guaranteed by Article 19 of the ICCPR.197

61. Further, certain state laws, particularly those that criminalize abortion and/or provide no exception in the event of rape, incest, threat to the life or health of the pregnant person, or fatal fetal anomaly,198 violate the right to be free from torture and other CIDT.199 The Committee against Torture (CAT Committee) has acknowledged that abortion laws and denial of abortion can result in “physical and mental suffering so severe in pain and intensity as to amount to torture,”200 a view echoed by the former Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.201

62. The CAT Committee has also affirmed that narrow exceptions only to save the life of the pregnant person, but not permitting abortions to preserve their health, are not sufficient to satisfy the requirement that States parties refrain from adopting policies amounting to torture or CIDT.202 The HRC has likewise found that restrictions on access to abortion in cases of rape, incest, fetal anomaly, or to protect the life or health of the pregnant person violate the right to be free from torture and other CIDT under Article 7 of the ICCPR.203 Notably, the HRC explicitly acknowledged that the right protected by Article 7 “relates not only to acts that cause physical pain but also to acts that cause mental suffering.”204 The CEDAW Committee has also found that “criminalization of abortion, denial or delay of safe abortion and/or post-abortion care, [and] forced continuation

---

197 ICCPR, Art. 19.
199 See CAT, Art. 16; ICCPR, Art. 7; CRC, Arts. 19, 37; CRPD, Art. 15.
201 See HRC, Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (U.N. Doc. A/HRC/31/57) (5 Jan. 2016), ¶ 44 (“The denial of safe abortions and subjecting women and girls to humiliating and judgmental attitudes in such contexts of extreme vulnerability and where timely health care is essential amount to torture or ill treatment.”).
202 CAT Committee, Concluding observations on the third periodic report of the Philippines (U.N. Doc. CAT/C/PHL/CO/3) (2 June 2016), ¶ 40(b) (urging the state to “[r]eview its legislation in order to allow for legal exceptions to the prohibition of abortions in specific circumstances such as when the pregnancy endangers the life or health of the woman, when it is the result of rape or incest and in cases of foetal impairment...”) (emphasis added).
203 See K.L. v. Peru, ¶ 6.3; Mellet v. Ireland, ¶¶ 7.4-7.6; Whelan v. Ireland, ¶¶ 7.4-7.7.
204 V.D.A. v. Argentina, ¶ 9.2. See also HRC, General comment No. 36, Art. 6: right to life (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/36) (3 Sept. 2019), ¶ 8 (“States parties must provide safe, legal and effective access to abortion where the life and health of the pregnant woman or girl is at risk, or where carrying a pregnancy to term would cause the pregnant woman or girl substantial pain or suffering, most notably where the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest or where the pregnancy is not viable.”) (emphasis added).
of pregnancy... are forms of gender-based violence that... may amount to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.”

63. The arrest and imprisonment of individuals on abortion-related charges — including those experiencing miscarriage or stillbirth — infringes upon the right to liberty and security of the person protected by Article 9 of the ICCPR. The Special Rapporteur on health has explained the link between abortion restrictions and deprivations of the right to liberty: “Where abortion is illegal, women may face imprisonment for seeking an abortion and emergency services for pregnancy-related complications, including those due to miscarriages.” In 2018, when reviewing El Salvador’s compliance with the ICCPR, the HRC specifically urged the State party to “suspend immediately the criminalization of women for the offence of abortion.” The HRC also urged the State party to “review all cases of women who have been imprisoned for abortion-related offences, with the aim of ensuring their release....”

64. Expanding the grounds for civil or administrative detention of pregnant individuals for the “protection” of the fetus also violates the right to be free from arbitrary arrest or detention. Observing the trend of civil confinement of pregnant individuals for suspected use of drugs following a country visit in 2016, the Working Group on arbitrary detention concluded that such civil confinement “lacks due process...” and concluded “[t]his form of deprivation of liberty is gendered and discriminatory in its reach and application, as pregnancy, combined with the presumption of drug or other substance abuse, is the determining factor for involuntary treatment.”

65. Abortion bans also infringe upon the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief, specifically the freedom to manifest religion or belief. Manifestation of religion or belief includes “worship, observance, practice and teaching.” As the mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief has outlined, the right involves “not only the

---

206 See ICCPR, Art. 9.
209 See supra ¶ 22-23 on “fetal personhood” approaches.
210 See supra ¶ 22.
212 See ICCPR, Art. 18.
“believing,” but also the “belonging” and the “behaving” in line with one’s religion or belief.\textsuperscript{214} This manifestation component of the right, also known as the forum externum, is not, however, unlimited. Article 18(3) of the ICCPR sets out the parameters of the State’s authority to limit the freedom to manifest a religion or belief, providing that the right “may be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, or morals\textsuperscript{215} or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.” Governments can apply these limits to freedom of religion or belief only for those purposes for which they were prescribed and the limits must be directly related and proportionate to the specific need on which they are predicated.\textsuperscript{216} The HRC and the mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief have also clarified that restrictions may not be imposed for discriminatory purposes or applied in a discriminatory manner.\textsuperscript{217}

66. Restrictions on a rights-holder’s ability to behave in accordance with their religion or beliefs by providing abortion care do not conform to the limits set out in Article 18(3). First, these laws do not fall within the permitted exceptions because they are indeterminate. The HRC has explained that under the first criterion for limiting freedom of religion or belief, “law” must be “formulated with sufficient precision to enable an individual to regulate his or her conduct accordingly and it must be made accessible to the public.”\textsuperscript{218} As described above, the myriad state laws that criminalize abortion provision and, in some states, “aiding or abetting” an abortion, are plagued by legal ambiguity.\textsuperscript{219} As such, for the healthcare provider who is compelled to provide abortions because of their beliefs, the state’s efforts to limit their manifestation of their religion or belief is legally indeterminate, and therefore incompatible with Article 18(3).

67. Second, the state’s limit on the manifestation of freedom of religion or belief is not sanctioned by international human rights law because it does not serve a legitimate aim under international human rights law. Rather than serve safety, order, health, morals, or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others, the abundance of criminal abortion laws that restrict rights-holders’ freedom of religion or belief endanger people’s lives and violate numerous fundamental human rights.\textsuperscript{220} Thirdly, even if such limits on the right could be said to pursue a legitimate aim under


\textsuperscript{215} The HRC is clear that the concept of “morals” derives from many social, philosophical and religious traditions; consequently, limitations on the freedom to manifest a religion or belief for the purpose of protecting morals must be based on principles not deriving exclusively from a single tradition. HRC, General Comment No. 22: Article 18 (Freedom of Thought, Conscience or Religion) (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/22) (30 July 1993), ¶ 8. In its general comment on freedom of expression which contains a similar limitation clause, the HRC reiterated this and outlined that interpretation of morality should comply with the conception of human rights as ‘universal’, with particular emphasis on the standard of non-discrimination. See also HRC, General Comment No. 34: Art. 19 ( Freedoms of opinion and expression) (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/34) (12 Sept. 2011), ¶ 32; HRC, General Comment No. 37: Article 21 (Right of peaceful assembly) (U.N. Doc.CCPR/C/GC/37) (17 Sept. 2020), ¶ 46.

\textsuperscript{216} Id.


\textsuperscript{218} See HRC, General Comment No. 34: Art. 19 ( Freedoms of opinion and expression) (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/GC/34) (12 Sept. 2011), ¶ 25.

\textsuperscript{219} See supra Section I(B).

\textsuperscript{220} See supra Section I(B) on the human rights implications of criminal abortion laws in the US.
Article 18(3), (which, we argue, they cannot) the extreme punitive measures for providing care could not be construed as proportionate. The HRC has clarified that governmental restrictions on a right must be the least restrictive among all the adequate measures that could be applied.\(^{221}\)

68. Restricting access to abortion discriminates against women and girls, breaching the right to equality and freedom from discrimination on the basis of gender.\(^{222}\) In its communications to the State party in *Mellet v. Ireland* and *Whelan v. Ireland*, the HRC outlined the gender discriminatory nature of abortion criminalization, noting that Ireland’s criminal abortion law subjected women “to a gender-based stereotype of the reproductive role of women primarily as mothers” and that “stereotyping [a woman] as a reproductive instrument subjected her to discrimination.”\(^{223}\)

69. The CEDAW Committee has explicitly recognized the gender-discriminatory nature of abortion restrictions: “It is discriminatory for a State party to refuse to provide legally for the performance of certain reproductive health services for women.”\(^{224}\) Elaborating on the discriminatory nature of the restrictive legal landscape for abortion in Northern Ireland in 2018, the CEDAW Committee further found, “that the failure to combat stereotypes depicting women primarily as mothers exacerbates discrimination against women and violates article 5, read with articles 1 and 2, of the Convention.”\(^{225}\) Similarly, the UN Working Group on discrimination against women and girls (WGDAW) has emphasized that “the right to safe termination of pregnancy is an equality right for women.”\(^{226}\)

70. Restrictions on abortion can also violate the right to be free from racial discrimination. The CERD Committee has explicitly indicated that restrictions on abortion that disproportionately impact racial and ethnic minorities\(^{227}\) run afoul of international obligations to eliminate racial discrimination.\(^{228}\) In its 2022 review of the US, the CERD Committee expressed “deep[ ] concern[ ] at the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization*, of 24 June 2022, which overturned nearly 50 years of protection of women’s access to safe and legal

---

\(^{221}\) See supra note 219, ¶ 34 (Outlining that the grounds for restriction “must be appropriate to achieve their protective function; they must be the least intrusive instrument amongst those which might achieve their protective function; they must be proportionate to the interest to be protected...The principle of proportionality has to be respected not only in the law that frames the restrictions but also by the administrative and judicial authorities in applying the law.”).

\(^{222}\) See ICCPR, Arts. 2-3, 26; ICERD, Arts. 2, 5; CEDAW, Art. 12.

\(^{223}\) See *Mellet v. Ireland*, ¶¶ 7.11, 3.19; *Whelan v. Ireland*, ¶ 7.12.

\(^{224}\) CEDAW Committee, General Recommendation No. 24: Article 12 of the Convention (Women and Health) (U.N. Doc. A/54/38/Rev.1) (1999), ¶ 11 (“It is discriminatory for a State party to refuse to provide legally for the performance of certain reproductive health services for women.”).


\(^{227}\) See supra ¶¶ 33-37.

\(^{228}\) See ICERD, Arts. 2, 5. See also CERD Committee, Concluding observations on the combined tenth to twelfth reports of the United States of America (U.N. Doc. CERD/C/USA/CO/10-12) (21 Sept. 2022), ¶¶ 35-36.
abortion in the State party; at the consequent profound disparate impact on the sexual and reproductive health and rights of racial and ethnic minorities, in particular, those with low incomes; and at the disparate impact of legislation and other measures at the state level restricting access to safe and legal abortion or criminalizing abortion.”229 The Committee recommended that the US “take all measures necessary...to provide safe, legal and effective access to abortion in accordance with the State party’s international human rights obligations.”230

71. Abortion restrictions can violate the right to be free from discrimination on the basis of socio-economic status or age as well. In Mellet v. Ireland, the HRC found that “the differential treatment to which [the woman seeking an abortion] was subjected in relation to other similarly situated women failed to adequately take into account her medical needs and socio-economic circumstances and did not meet the requirements of reasonableness, objectivity and legitimacy of purpose.”231 Accordingly, the HRC concluded that the failure of Ireland “to provide services to [the woman] that she required constituted discrimination and violated her rights under article 26 of the Covenant.”232 Similarly, the WGDAW observes, “in countries where induced termination of pregnancy is restricted by law and/or otherwise unavailable, safe termination of pregnancy is a privilege of the rich, while women with limited resources have little choice but to resort to unsafe providers and practices.”233 The Working Group observed that abortion restrictions do not decrease overall abortion rates, but only rates of safe abortions, and concluded: “This results in severe discrimination against economically disadvantaged women.”234

72. The CRC Committee has highlighted the discrimination faced by youth seeking abortions, finding that “particular efforts need to be made to overcome barriers of stigma and fear experienced by, for example, adolescent girls, girls with disabilities and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex adolescents, in gaining access to such services.”235 The Committee also urged states to eliminate barriers, such as third-party consent or authorization requirements, that block adolescents and children from accessing abortion care, and recommended that states “decriminalize abortion to ensure that girls have access to safe abortion and post-abortion services, review legislation with a view to guaranteeing the best interests of pregnant

---

229 CERD Committee, Concluding observations on the combined tenth to twelfth reports of the United States of America (U.N. Doc. CERD/C/USA/CO/10-12) (21 Sept. 2022), ¶ 35.
230 Id., ¶ 36.
231 Mellet v. Ireland, ¶ 7.11.
232 Id.
234 Id.
235 CRC Committee, General Comment No. 20 on the implementation of the rights of the child during adolescence (U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/20) (6 Dec. 2016), ¶ 60.
adolescents and ensure that their views are always heard and respected in abortion-related decisions.”

73. Finally, some restrictions on abortion implicate the human rights obligations of private companies. Corporations have obligations to respect human rights, safeguard users’ rights to privacy, and ensure their services are not used in ways that cause or contribute to human rights violations.\(^{237}\) This includes adopting policies that protect users from unwarranted government surveillance and harassment.\(^{238}\)

74. Against this backdrop, it is no surprise that the Dobbs decision was greeted with international condemnation. Then-UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet Jeria described the decision as a “setback after five decades of protection for sexual and reproductive health and rights…”\(^{239}\) UN human rights experts representing diverse mandates concluded that Dobbs is “a shocking and dangerous rollback of human rights that will jeopardize women’s health and lives... [and it is] a monumental setback for the rule of law and for gender equality. With the stroke of a pen and without sound legal reasoning, the US Supreme Court has stripped women and girls in the United States of legal protections necessary to ensure their ability to live with dignity.”\(^{240}\)

\(^{236}\) Id., ¶¶ 60-61 (finding that adolescent girls should have access to information about sexual and reproductive health along with access to adequate health services). See also CRC Committee, General Comment No.4: Adolescent health and development in the context of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (U.N. Doc. CRC/GC/2003/4) (1 July 2003), ¶ 13.


\(^{238}\) See supra Section I(C).


\(^{240}\) See Press Release, Special Procedures, “USA: UN experts denounce Supreme Court decision to strike down Roe v. Wade, urge action to mitigate consequences” (24 June 2022), https://www.ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2022/06/usa-un-experts-denounce-supreme-court-decision-strike-down-roe-v-wade-urge (Statement signed by the Working Group on discrimination against women and girls; the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health; the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences; and endorsed by the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief; the Special Rapporteur on the rights of persons with disabilities; the Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights; the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially women and children; the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance; and the Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy). See also Center for Reproductive Rights, “Protecting Abortion Access in Europe – A Call to Action” (28 June 2022), https://reproductiverights.org/protecting-abortion-access-in-europe-a-call-to-action (“We are deeply concerned about the devastating consequences this regressive judgment will have for the lives, health and wellbeing of people across the United States.”); Brief of the United Nations Mandate Holders as Amici Curiae, Dobbs v. JWHO., 142 S. Ct. 2228, pp. 31-33 (2022), https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/19/19-1392/193045/20210920163400578_19-1392%20bsac%20United%20Nations%20Mandate%20Holders.pdf (“Overturning or curtailing constitutional protections to abortion access established in Roe and Casey constitutes
IV. CONCLUSION AND CALLS TO ACTION

The US has violated its human rights commitments by removing constitutional protection for reproductive healthcare. The *Dobbs* decision subjects all those who can become pregnant to barriers to medical care, criminalization and penalization, infringements on privacy and on freedom of conscience, with disproportionate impact on already-marginalized populations. Similarly, the multiplying restrictions on abortion expose healthcare practitioners, clergy, and others to criminalization, professional sanction, and infringements on privacy and on free exercise of thought, conscience and religious belief. These impacts contravene the US’s international treaty obligations to protect the rights to: life; health; privacy; liberty and security; freedom from torture or CIDT; freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief; equality and non-discrimination; and to seek, receive, and impart information.

In light of these violations, the US must take immediate steps to undo the grave harms caused by the *Dobbs* decision. The US should:

1. Enact a federal law that enshrines the right to abortion access as a human right in accordance with the 2022 World Health Organization Abortion Care Guidelines\(^{241}\) and that preempts state laws restricting abortion.

2. Take measures at the state and federal level to:
   a. Ensure the right to safe and legal abortion and reproductive healthcare;
   b. Ensure the right to seek information and consultation regarding birth control and pregnancy options;
   c. Require all health services to be provided in compliance with human rights standards;
   d. Ensure access to a full range of modern contraception, without discrimination or coercion;
   e. Remove all legal obstacles, including parental involvement laws, to accessing affordable, non-discriminatory, and quality comprehensive sexual and reproductive healthcare, including safe abortion;
   f. Protect the confidentiality of persons who can become pregnant and medical professionals by: (1) limiting the collection of patient data; (2) prohibiting the disclosure of confidential information to any third parties, including law enforcement, without consent; and (3) informing patients of their right to privacy and the confidentiality of their visit and queries;
   g. Protect medical professionals who provide abortion and other reproductive healthcare by prohibiting their prosecution, disbarment, loss of license, or other retribution or reprimanding measures;

---

h. Fund medical facilities that provide access to abortion care and evidence-based, non-biased pregnancy and abortion-related information and counseling, especially in areas where minority and marginalized populations reside;

i. Adopt a federal law that prohibits the criminalization of interstate travel for medical care, and assistance thereof;

j. Address discrimination on the basis of disability throughout all aspects of reproductive healthcare;

k. Address racial and ethnic origin discrimination in healthcare and health outcomes directly, through measures that: (1) remedy structural racism and intersectional discrimination; (2) make resources available to communities of color affected by reproductive health inequities; and (3) prioritize the meaningful participation and leadership of BIPOC people in all systems and at all points of decision-making processes that impact their reproductive health and rights.

As previously noted, a version of this briefing paper was submitted to UN special procedures mandate holders in March 2023. The submission requested urgent action from the UN mandate holders to examine the situation, engage with civil society, and call on the US to uphold its international human rights obligations.

The US has taken a dramatic step backwards in the protection of human rights by removing national safeguards for people who can become pregnant’s health, liberty, autonomy, privacy, and equality. The harms documented in the foregoing pages will only multiply as restrictions on essential healthcare increase.